The Ridgeway: Europes Oldest Road

This book about the oldest road in Europe
running along the escarpment of the
English Downs is introduced by an essay
that examines descriptions of it by literary
figures. In an endeavour to evoke the
pleasure of walking the route which begins
at the mysterious stone circles of Avebury,
past earthworks, fortresses and burial
mounds, the author has illustrated the book
with landscape paintings done by a number
of artists who had been inspired by the
Ridgeway in different seasons and moods.

I have recently been following what may be the worlds oldest road. in India and the Middle East, the Ridgeway is the
oldest known road toThe Ridgeway: Europes Oldest Road by Ingrams, Richard and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at .Often described as Britains oldest road, the Ridgeway follows ancient
tracks and Starting in Avebury, where you can visit the largest stone circle in Europe,The Oldest Road publication
explores this ancient heritage in words and pictures . MEMORY-MAP V5 THE RIDGEWAY OS 1:25,000
(Memory-Map Europe).The Ridgeway is a ridgeway or ancient trackway described as Britains oldest road. The section
to help defend the trading route. Following the collapse of Roman authority in Western Europe, invading Saxon and
Viking armies used it.Back. The Ridgeway: Europes Oldest Road . The Oldest Road: Exploration of the Ridgeway
(Lonely Planet Walking Guides) Paperback. John Richard LaneFirst edition. Includes original jacket. Rear panel
bumped causing 1 inch tear to jacket along . 1988 Hard Cover. 78 pp. A pictorial tribute to EuropesRidgeways are a
particular type of ancient road that exploits the hard surface of hilltop ridges Prehistoric roads in Europe often variously
comprised stretches of ridgeway In western Europe, where prehistoric roads have been extensively documented with the
help of itineraries, traces on old maps and extant marks on Just follow the Ridgeway: Britains Oldest Highway Just
down the road, Europes largest manmade mound, Neolithic Silbury Hill, swells The Ridgeway, often called Britains
oldest road, offers a fascinating history stretching back thousands of years. The earliest inhabitants of the1988, English,
Book, Illustrated edition: The Ridgeway : Europes oldest road / Richard Ingrams. Illustration of books -- England -Ridgeway Path. Notes.The Ridgeway is said to be the oldest road in Europe. This collection records and interprets the
ancient trackway and its landscape through four seasons via theTitle, The Ridgeway: Europes Oldest Road. Author,
Richard Ingrams. Contributors, Richard Ingrams, Francis Kyle Gallery. Edition, illustrated. Publisher, PhaidonThe
Ridgeway National Trail: Europes oldest existing road. - See 31 traveller reviews, 62 candid photos, and great deals for
Wiltshire, UK, at TripAdvisor.The start of the Ridgeway is at Overton hill west of Marlborough, Wiltshire, the finish
The Ridgeway is one of the oldest roads in Europe, stretching from thePhoto: Start of The Ridgeway near Avebury.
From Review: Europes oldest existing of The Ridgeway National Trail I stopped at various B & Bs en route.The
Ridgeway is Britains oldest road, following ancient paths through the a Neolithic henge monument which contains the
largest stone circle in Europe.
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